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“I get up every morning determined to both change the world and have one hell of a good 

time.  Sometimes this makes planning my day difficult.”  E.B. White 

 

Coming across a quote like this one from Kieley Todd Rosca renews some of my 

positivity about Facebook.  

 

I do get up most mornings determined to make a positive difference in the world – and I 

sure would rather have a good time doing it than knowing its going be a struggle.  And  - 

more often than not that seeming contradiction does make it really hard to figure out what 

my day is going to look like.   

 

Any given Sunday, might be one of those days as I struggle to find words both prophetic 

and pastoral to say – words that could make a profound difference in your life and words 

that can make you laugh and want to celebrate.   On any given Sunday, I want the words 

spoken to you to make a difference – to change the world – and I also really want all of 

us to have a great time – perhaps even one heaven of a good time.  So what is it that 

could possibly accomplish both of those things?    

 

This church has a long history as a prophetic and pastoral faith community.   Within this 

congregation are still  multi-generation families.   This church has celebrated covenants 

and complications, affirmations and actions,  justice work and joke telling.     

This church family has been in this town a long time.  So what is new?   Where have we 

come?   How far have we come?   What are we doing?  Where are we going?   Just 

exactly who are we now? 
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It is absolutely true that we are not the same Union Congregational Church, United 

Church of Christ we were two years ago - five years ago – ten years – twenty five years – 

143 years ago.   In a relatively short passage of years, we create new traditions and new 

‘ways we do things.’  The faces around us are not all the same faces around us five years 

ago.  People go and people come.  People are born and people die.  People move away 

and new folks come to town – and to church.  Many of the new songs we learned for 

worship that were at first difficult and uncomfortable have become familiar and 

comforting.  The language we use – to talk about God – to talk about our relationship 

with the Holy One – that felt odd and different – has for the most part become ‘what we 

do.’  The   rituals of Baptism,  Communion,  Christmas eve,  Ash Wednesday, Palm 

Sunday  - that were unique and different – have become ‘ours’ and more comfortable and 

comforting.  

 

As we begin this new church year – I do want you to be comfortable and comforted – and 

I also want you to be astounded.   I want you to hear the words from the scriptures with 

awe and amazement – much as did the ones who went to the temple in Capernaum to 

hear that rabble rouser named Jesus.   Jesus spoke – (if we were to go to the gospel of 

Luke we would also hear that what he spoke was that beautiful passage about bringing 

good news to the poor, proclaiming release to the captives, recovery of sight to the blind, 

and letting the oppressed go free) - and those who heard him speak were astounded!  

They weren’t astounded because of the words – oh no - not in Mark -  because we don’t 

get to hear those beautiful awe inspiring words.   

No – the words Jesus speaks and we hear are hard words – like ‘destroy’ – ‘rebuke’ – and 

‘convulsed’.  In Mark we see actions – powerful, dramatic actions that proclaim that what 

God’s promises is true and can be trusted – that the promises spoken by prophets like 

Isaiah and Jeremiah – have become brand NEW in the person of Jesus Christ.  Jesus goes 

into the temple – a nobody – and speaks with authority.   
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Not authority handed over by the religious leaders or political leaders of his day – not an 

authority that is power/over – but authority that is a willingness to do whatever it takes to 

see justice served.  This is the authority of Jesus - and it is what his ministry is all about.   

 

And - this is what OUR ministry is all about.  Seeing that justice served.  This is what the 

ministry of Pilgrims United Church of Christ is to be all about.  I know that sometimes 

prophetic words like these challenge us – make us uncomfortable  -–  push us and prod us 

– nudge us. Often they are not words we really want to hear in church – at least not unless 

they are directed against someone or something else.    

These kinds of words are itchy, scratchy words of change – words of transformation - 

words of faith – words of justice - words of authority.    

 

Michael Crichton, in “The Lost World”, a sequel to “Jurassic Park” explores the concepts 

of change and transformation - chaos theory, complexity theory, and behavioral 

evolution.  Crichton uses the term “Red Queen Phenomenon” to show us the ways that 

change and adaptation to that change occur even when no change is apparent.  The term 

comes from “Alice in Wonderland,”  when the Red Queen tells Alice that she must run as 

fast as she can just to stay where she is.   

 

Like Alice, sometimes in our church I think we are running as hard as we can – just to 

stay where we are.  In our marathon running, we sometimes even try sprinting –trying so 

hard to get back to what we once were (or fondly imagine we were): the huge 

membership – the financial viability – the spiritual vitality – the children – the youth 

group?   We keep trying to be the church we were –and yet - we live under a completely 

different set of circumstances.   
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 Those scribes in the temple at Capernum – wanted nothing to change – and Jesus – this 

radical prophet – represented change – change – change.   

 

Peter Drucker, a consultant who has helped many corporations and businesses – 

including churches deal positively with change – starts his work by asking one question – 

“what is your business?”   This is a good question for us.  Yes, of course, we are a church 

– a faith community – but we are also a business – so - what IS the business of Union 

Congregational Church, United Church of Christ?   

 

I’m sure if we went around this room asking that question, we’d get a variety of answers, 

much the same as Drucker when he asked.  It doesn’t matter what the company is – 

suppose it is Farm Equipment – the real business of the corporation may not be about 

farm equipment at all  - it may be about maximizing shareholder profits – it may be a 

hobby for the owner – or it may be about providing a good living for employees.  The 

product may simply be a way to meet the demand of the real business.  

 

Peter Drucker reminds us that what distinguishes a church from other organizations – is 

that the business of a church is to change people – the business of a corporation is to 

satisfy them. 

 

Jesus knew this.  Even before the first Christian churches became businesses -– Jesus 

knew and taught – with authority – that the business of the faithful – is to change people 

– to transform people.  To make all thing new – to turn fishers of fish into fishers of 

people -– to turn churches from the business of satisfying people -  to the business of 

transforming people into agents of justice.  
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Jesus’ business was never to satisfy people.  His business was to see that justice was 

served through his world.  Our business is not to satisfy people – that is not to say that 

people will not be satisfied if the church does what it is called to do – but satisfying is not 

our primary business.   

 

Our business is transformation – not a slow twisting, winding, never get anywhere 

spiritual journey  - ‘Jesus I will’ – ‘I promise I will – someday –follow you – but first I 

need to get my nets mended – and then I need to check on my family – get my affairs in 

order – sell my boat – invest the proceeds – give my old nets to my uncle –get a new job 

– buy a new house – buy a new dress – a new suit - and then I will – I promise – I will – 

come and follow you.’   NOT that kind of transformation.  What we are meant to be 

about – is a Radical – Extravagant – Immediate – SHIFT in the way we see – experience 

– live our lives in the world.  

 

Today is one more day of new beginnings - one more day we remember that we are the 

body of Christ in the world – that we are to bring justice to a world where God is already 

at work.   Jesus said follow me – and immediately - they dropped what they were doing 

and followed him.  Jesus spoke with authority – and they were astounded at what he 

taught  - at the change he represented.   

 

In this new year - may we too be amazed, astounded, awed – and changed completely.  

And as this church, may we bring that amazement and awe with us wherever we may go.  

 


